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The following CSRs are included in release Version: 5.0.21 

 
 

FEEDBACK     
S/N 

AFFECTED 
PROGRAM TITLE CHANGE NARRATIVE 

1300277 PDREP Administrator Access Privilege Creates additional management level of access control to display the 'IT Admin' link only when an IT administrator has access granted 
by the database administrator.  

1301086 SDR Ability to print SDR Display SDR as one page with the ability to print 

1400019 PQDR Other DoDAAC Function This removes "OTHER DoDAAC" function in the PQDR Drop Down List. When this was used, PQDRs were sent users without PDREP 
accounts (USER ID XXXXXX), leaving these PQDRs in limbo. 

1400691 Feedback Spell Check Adds spell check capability to the Feedback data entry web pages. 

1400696 EZPDR Spell Check Corrects spell check issues while using EZSDR, EZPQDR, and EZMIR data entry web pages. 

1400835 PQDR PQDR - User Profile Link This removes the USER PROFILE" link from the left side of the PQDR base pages. This can now be accessed via user profile name link at 
the top right of all PDREP web pages. 

1400856 PQDR Oracle Error ORA-02291: Integrity Constraint This eliminates a database error when trying to add certain correspondence codes to the PQDR History table. No noticeable change to 
users. 

1400863 PQDR Exhibit Tracking - Fund Code This expands the Fund Code field to 3 characters on the Exhibit Tracking web page, to accommodate Army TAC codes. 

1400871 CAR Date Display Corrects the date display in the CAR Etools results, adds count and spreadsheet down load, standardizes the web page into PDREP 
results format. 

1400923 Survey Save and Add Attachment Change the Save & Add Attachment Link to a Button on the Add/Edit form 

1400988 PQDR 842P Current Exhibit Disposition Codes This limits the PQDR Current Exhibit Disposition codes in the Drop Down List to the codes listed in the 842PADC1007c, Table 
AP7.27.27.5. 

1401098 Search Search on '&' symbol The '&' character is now a searchable e character in the CAGE search tool.  Their CAGEs that use the '&' in their name. 

1401259 PDREP QPL Search Adds a Qualified Products List (QPL) Search to the Main Menu 

1401261 PQDR Store User Information Instead of Account Name 
For Army group accounts only, when PQDRs are assigned to a group account, and the PQDR is acknowledged by an individual user, the 
POC information (Name, E-Mail Address, Phone Number) is changed to reflect the individual and not the group. The USERID remains 
the group account so the record will not show up on the individual's worklist. 

1401319 Feedback Admin  Module Corrects the Submit Feedback link navigation in the Admin Module.  Also, removes the Feedback Report link in the Admin Module. 

1401328 Feedback Search Results Corrects issue when searching by filtering on the Reporting DoDAAC within the Feedback Module. 

1401491 SDR SDR closing date  SDR closing date can only be put in once SDR has been submitted 

1401515 Search Search Results Standardizes the Bulletin and GIDEP search results to include a spreadsheet download and count. 

1401517 PQDR Interim Reply Correspondence Letter Error This eliminates database error prohibiting users with more than 6 characters in their USERID from creating interim reply message and 
other correspondences. 

1500047 PQDR Eliminate Cone PQDR Fields This removes select fields from being cloned during the cloning process that prohibits users from advancing draft PQDRs. Some of the 
data fields are: added activity, added date, army master screener/screening point (DoDAAC, user id, etc.), major command. 



1500059 PQDR Add Vendor/MFG CAGE to Worklist Page This adds both Vendor CAGE and Manufacture CAGE to the standard worklist display so that both are displayed. 

1500066 QALI/LOD QALI/LOD Correspondence This will only allow the email being send through the QALI/LOD module to be sent to the Delegatee 

1500087 PDREP PDREP Beta Error Log - Date Fields This creates a validation in numerous places across the PQDR module for date fields when there is a calendar button next to the field 
such that the format must be MM/DD/YYYY. 

1500100 PDREP Apostrophe in user  name Permits apostrophe to be saved in name and propagated to all PDREP-AIS applications from user profile. 

1500109 PQDR Support Point Exhibit Tracking Cancel Problem This corrects an error on the Support Point Exhibit Detail page when saved and a validation error occurs and the user then cancels. All 
of the other new information is saved without user verification. 

1500147 PQDR Remove Screening Point Access to Originator Page This does not allow Screening Point access to Originator page unless they have Originator privileges at the assigned DoDAAC. 

1500160 MIR MIR to PQDR Manufacturer's CAGE Revised MIR to PQDR data transfer so both the Manufacture and Vendor CAGE codes are transferred from a MIR to the associated 
PQDR 

1500173 Feedback Search Admin Provides administrators ability to view and edit assigned Feedback Reports. 
1500186 PDREP Automated SQL record Keys Permits administrators to change the record key on Automated SQLs. 

1500227 PQDR PQDR NIIN Search Excel Data Download Error For PQDR NIIN/Contract search, the Cause Code, Corrective Action Taken Code, and defect Verified Code displays correctly on the 
screen. These are omitted during the excel download process. This adds those codes back into the spreadsheet. 

1500228 SDR SDR Disposition Codes Add code to prevent save methods from being called twice. 
1500263 SDR Stop form from jumping to top Stop form from jumping to the top after selecting append or add codes. 
1500267 MIR MIR: Used in  PPIRS Removed the "Used in PPIRS" indicator from the MIR ADD/EDIT web pages and views 
1500287 Test Test Report Search Changes Add NIIN as search field, and NIIN, CAGE, and Final Disposition to the Search results 

1500310 PQDR Rebuttal Code Correspondence Drop-Off This adds the correspondence verbiage back into the PQDR History page when rebutting a PQDR as this was inadvertently removed 
with the implementation of adding the rebuttal code and literal in the previous publish. 

1500311 PQDR 842P - Remove "Retract PQDR" from Originator Page This removes the "Retract PQDR" function from the originator page, as this is not an approved transaction in 842P. 

1500312 PDREP Date Validations Updates the date validation to Rec Options, GIDEP Search and Material Profile. 

1500315 PQDR 842P - Screening Point Redirect to New DoDAAC 

This changes the current single link re-assign within/other Screening Point' into two distinct links:  Redirect to an External DoDAAC and 
Reassign/Transfer to new POC within DoDAAC. The re-direct link will require a new acknowledgement and is only available while at 
that location Screening Point from Originator. The reassign link will be available at any time as long as the PQDR is Active and not at 
draft status. This will send an update transaction only and not require another acknowledgement.  

1500316 PQDR 842P - Action Point Reassign 

This renames "Assign to Another Action Point Activity" as "Redirect to an External DoDAAC", and renames "Re-assign within Action 
Point Activity" as "Reassign/Transfer to new POC within DoDAAC". Similar to the Screening Point CSR re-direct link will require a new 
acknowledgement and is only available while at that location Action Point from Screening Point. The reassign link will be available at 
any time as long as the PQDR is Active and not at draft status or Screening Point from Originator. This will send an update transaction 
only and not require another acknowledgement.  

1500317 PDREP IUID API Updates the IUID application program interface for retrieving UII data from the DoD registry. 

1500361 CAD  CAD: Contract Order Number Added a field for the Contract Order Number and revised the search results column heading 

1500376 RIMS Revisions Not Updating Record Updated the date and user code when a record is revised. 
1500377 MIR MIR Attachments Attachments can now be viewed on the MIR Serial Number View 



1500392 RIMS Stand Alone RIDL Report (SARIDL) Description Missing 
From Reports Displayed Product Description (block 5A) SARIDL. 

1500395 MIR MIR: View/Print Removed the "View/Print" link option received after searching for existing MIRs 

1500406 RIMS Receipt Inspection Deficiency Log (RIDL) Requiring 
Action Screen Query Saved query search parameters on RIDL requiring action screen after navigating to a record and then back from search screen. 

1500421 RIMS Remarks Report Display Order Remarks Report sorted the results in descending order of date signed. 

1500429 PQDR Parent/Child Vendor/Manufacturer CAGE Change This updates the Parent/Child instruction on the Action Point page to indicate the Vendor CAGE must match. 

1500430 PQDR Reject EZ PQDR - Remove Incorrect Recipient Link This closes a loophole where an EZ PQDR can be rejected (canceled), then re-opened, and be sent back "incorrect recipient to the 
originator, which leaves the PQDR in limbo. 

1500444 RIMS Stand Alone RIDL Report (SARIDL) vs. Material 
Inspection Record (MIR) - Adhoc Search Added dropdown box to the Adhoc tab to select between a SARIDL and a MIR RIDL. 

1500446 RIMS Material Designator Field Length on RFI (Ready For 
Inspection)Tag Increased the size of the material designator field from three to six characters when creating a blank RFI tag. 

1500448 RIMS Adding attachments to completed records Added the ability to add attachments to completed/locked records for Nuclear users only.  Did not allow deleting any attachments 
after record is completed / locked. 

1500449 RIMS Duplicate Document Number Check 
Checked prior to looking for matching MAT data if document number already exists when user clicks save on the create new record 
screen and display the following error message if yes: "Duplicate Document Number Entered".  Do not restrict entering a duplicate 
number if user so chooses. 

1500458 PQDR Create PQDR Requisition FSC/NIIN Mismatch Error 
This creates an error message on the initial Create PQDR, and does not advance to the blocks 1-21 page with updated information, if 
the user entered NIIN or FSC does not match each other or the Requisition FSC/NIIN in lieu of having the Requisition information 
override information supplied by the user. 

1500465 RIMS User Access Request Form - Nuc RIMS Added dropdown selection for nuclear access (Yes/No) to RIMS section of user access request form. 

1500468 Ad Hoc Updated Nomenclature/labels Update the Ad Hoc modules to use the term 'Ad Hoc' vice 'ADHOC'. 

1500471 RIMS Added Blank Option Code Added functionality to make action code blank when the supervisor review block is signed.  Also added blank option to the dropdown 
list of action codes. 

1500488 RIMS Worklist Description Column Added column to include the short material description (block 14 A) on the worklist screen. 

1500497 RIMS Multiple Users Accessing a Record Removed ability to edit a record by clicking and then cancelling out of either the add attachments or remarks screens that is currently 
locked by another user. 

1500505 SQD Save and Add Attachment Changed the Save & Add Attachment Link to a Button on the Add/Edit form 
1500508 PDREP SQL Tracking Adds a tracking Log to track SQLs run and  

1500514 Mobile 
App PQDR UII Submission Updates interface connection to permits submission of PQDR for UII from a hand held device. 

1500518 RIMS Contract Numbers Ending in "R" Added display of "R" as the last character of a contract number on MIR or RIDL reports. 

1500540 RIMS Duplicate Document Number - Priority Screen  Checked if document number already exists when user clicks save on the priority screen and display the following error message if yes: 
"This Document Number already exists. Click Go to Priority to retrieve the existing record".  

 


